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False Creek South Phase 1

1970’s
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False Creek South Phase 1
lagoons and bays

False Creek North
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lagoons and bays

False Creek North
extending the grid
transportation infrastructure

False Creek North
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urban design intent

False Creek North
as built

False Creek North
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as built

False Creek North
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what you see

False Creek North
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what you see and

False Creek North
what you see and what you get!

False Creek North
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what you see

False Creek North
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what you don’t
view of the edge

False Creek North
view of the leading edge

False Creek North
view of the leading edge

False Creek North
view of the leading edge

False Creek North
now

False Creek South
now

False Creek North
Now?

South East False Creek

1970’s

1990’s

2000’s?
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plan and section

South East False Creek

2000’s
False Creek

patterning & street network

1970’s

1990’s

2000’s
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now

South East False Creek
plan and section
South East False Creek

2000’s
May 2003 - July 2004, City Council “choices”.

South East False Creek

$Animate the waterfront, move some park east, do not move heritage, change balance of housing tenure = subsidise = lose height
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march 2005, ODP approved by city council

Olympic Village
two visions of sustainability

Olympic Village

policy impacts design

design impacts dollars
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millennium water

Olympic Village
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shifting paradigm
understanding the shift into architecture
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shifting paradigm
continuing reinvention

Sustaining Urban Development
shifting paradigms

False Creek Vancouver, BC
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making places worthy of affection

False Creek Vancouver, BC

1970’s

1990’s

2000’s